
           SPRING I: 3/2/20 - 5/3/20      SPRING II: 5/4/20 - 6/28/20

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Class Class Class Class Class
Water Workout                                     

9-10am                                           
(Phyllis)                                

Water Workout                                          
9-10am                                      
(Phyllis)                          

Water Workout                                       
9-10am                                          
(Phyllis)                                           

Water Workout                                               
9-10am                                         
(Phyllis)                                          

Water Workout                                                   
9-10am                                       
(Phyllis)                                      

Water Workout                                     
10-11am                                           
(Phyllis)                                             

Advanced Aqua 
Running                                          

10:00-10:45am                                  
(Phyllis)                                          

Water Workout                                       
10-11am                                          
(Phyllis)                                         

Advanced Aqua 
Running                                          

10:00-10:45am                                  
(Phyllis)                                            

Advanced Aqua 
Running                                          

10:00-10:45am                                  
(Phyllis)                                                          

Aqua Rehabilitation 
Exercise                               

11:00-11:45am                                  
(Phyllis)                                       

 Deep Water 
Jogging                                          

10:45-11:30am                                   
(Phyllis)                                                    

Aqua 
Rehabilitation 

Exercise                                              
11:00-11:45am                                             

(Phyllis)                                                

 Deep Water 
Jogging                                                 

10:45-11:30am                                           
(Phyllis)                                                            

Aqua Rehabilitation 
Exercise                                              

11:00-11:45am                                             
(Phyllis)                                                     

Aqua Rehabilitation 
Exercise                            

11:45-12:30pm                                       
(Phyllis)                               

Senior Splash                                                   
2:00-3:00pm                                      

(Nancy)                                      

Aqua 
Rehabilitation 

Exercise                            
11:45-12:30pm                                       

(Phyllis)                               

Senior Splash                                                   
2:00-3:00pm                                      

(Nancy)                                  

Aqua Rehabilitation 
Exercise                            

11:45-12:30pm                                       
(Phyllis)                               

Senior Aqua Fit                                 
2:00-3:00pm                                           

(Ellen)                                    

Aqua Fit                                 
3:00-4:00pm                                           

(Nancy)                                            

Senior Aqua Fit                                                   
2:00-3:00pm                                      

(Ellen)                                                  

Aqua Fit                                 
3:00-4:00pm                                           

(Nancy)                                    

Senior Aqua Fit                                             
2:00-3:00pm                                                  

(Ellen)                                                    

   Payment required by Non-Members

* Fees associated with Aqua Rehab classes on M, W, F for Members and Non-Members.

* ALL aquatic classes require pre-registration  at the Membership Desk.    

  (except Senior Aqua Fit)

SPRING 2020 - AQUA FITNESS SCHEDULE

 * NO classes 4/13 - 4/19 and 5/25

*Classes listed on this schedule (except Aqua Rehab on M, W, F) are FREE to Members. 



AQUATIC GROUP FITNESS CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

All AQUATIC Classes require pre-registration  at the Membership Desk.  Please no walk-ins due to 
class limits, with the exception of Senior Aqua Fit.  Senior Aqua Fit is a drop-in class which 
requires sign in at the Membership Desk.
Aquatic Fitness classes work with the body's natural buoyancy to take stress off all the joints to 
make it easier to work out.  Additionally, the water's resistance helps strengthen and tone the 
body's muscles.

All participants must feel comfortable at least in shallow water.  Many classes are performed in both 
shallow and deep water, but can be modified for participants in the shallow end.

As with any exercise program, please check with your doctor prior  to starting any new fitness 
classes.

BEGINNER:
AQUA REHABILITATION EXERCISE CLASS (Phyllis): A beginner level class working in a small group.  
This class is for individuals coming out of Physical Therapy from injuries, hip, knee and shoulder 
replacements, and for those with arthritis or other debilitating diseases.  Good posture and balance are 
worked on and exercises are very basic, slow and easy with no aerobic activities.  Please fill out the required 
Special Participant Information Form and present to Phyllis prior to the start of the class.

BEGINNER / INTERMEDIATE:
SENIOR AQUAFIT CLASS (Phyllis): A beginner to intermediate level class catering to participants 50+.  
This class utilizes different exercises and routines coupled with mild aerobics, all at the pace and comfort 
level of each individual.  This is for participants with mild arthritis or returning from minor injuries.  This is a 
great place to start with aquatic fitness if over the age of 50!

SENIOR SPLASH (Nancy):This class is specially designed for seniors, beginner to intermediate, working 
on strengthening, balance and stretching. We spend 30 minutes in the shallow water and 30 minutes in the 
deep water.

INTERMEDIATE:
WATER WORKOUT CLASS (Phyllis): This is an intermediate level to class similar to Senior Aquafit, but 
with the addition of more difficult exercises and higher intensity level of aerobic activities.  All participants 
are still working at their own pace and comfort level.

INTERMEDIATE / ADVANCED:
DEEP WATER JOGGING CLASS (Phyllis): This is an intermediate to advanced level class and requires 
that  participants feel comfortable in deep water.  All exercises are performed in deep water only using a belt 
to remain in a vertical position.  Approximately half of the class time is aerobic activity with heart rate 
checks.  Exercises in this class are at a higher difficulty and intensity level than the Water Workout program.  
This class is a pre-requisite for the Aqua Aerobics class, which is the most advanced class.

ADVANCED:
ADVANCED AQUA RUNNING CLASS (Phyllis): This is an advanced level class consisting entirely of high 
intensity aerobics and very difficult exercises.  This class is very fast paced with no time to socialize. Must 
take Deep Water Jogging and  have instructor approval.

AQUA H.E.A.T. CLASS (Nick):  KICK IT UP with HIGH ENERGY ATHLETIC TRAINING in the pool!  This 
high intensity class uses water resistance to push you harder with drills to improve strength, power and 
aerobic performance.  

AQUA FIT CLASS (Nancy): This is an advanced level class consisting entirely of high intensity aerobics 
and very difficult exercises. This class is very fast paced with no time to socialize.


